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CADBURY’S HARAAM PORK CHOCOLATES

AND SANHA, THE CARRION HALALIZER’S UMBRAGE

THE PORK FACTS
- In Malaysia the Ministry of Health had established that some of Cadbury’s
chocolates contain PORK.
- The Muslim populace of Malaysia is up in arms against CADBURY for having been
fed chocolates containing PORK.
- Prominent Muslim Organizations have called for a ‘Jihad’ against Cadbury
factories.

SANHA CARRION HALAALIZER’S REACTION

SANHA, as all Muslims are aware is a CARRION, LIQUOR AND PORK halaalizer. With
satanically deceptive arguments the scholars for dollars and other non-scholar juhhaal
of this shaitaani outfit, to secure their haraam monetary objectives, present the stupid
‘synthetic’ alcohol and ‘synthetic’ pork arguments inspired into their corrupt hearts and
convoluted brains by Iblees, deceive and trick Muslims into the palpable falsehood of
such haraam products being ‘halaal’.

Fearing that the Malaysian discovery may exercise a damaging and adverse effect on its
own mercenary interests and boodle-coffer, SANHA swiftly sprang to the defence of
CADBURY by criticizing the just and Islamic indignation of the Malaysian people.
Thus in a statement, the SANHA jaahil, E.B.Lockhat who perhaps is deficient in the
basic masaa-il of Baabul Istinja in Kitaabut Tahaarah, and unfamiliar with the
rudimentary requisites of practical Istinja, stupidly slammed the Malaysian call for
‘Jihad’ against Cadbury. Reporting the jahl-e-muraqqab of SANHA’s E.B.Lockhat, the
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Sunday Times Extra of 1 June, 2014, states:

“But Sanha spokesman Ebi Lockhat said there were precise and definitive conditions
for declaring a holy war and the suspicion of finding a haram (forbidden) ingredient in a
food item was not one of them, “hence we reject such a call”.

Pandering to SANHA’s pecuniary agenda and whimsical monetary lust, Ebi Lockhat
acquitted himself as a clown in having made this statement. This man who is a jaahil in
terms of the Shariah and deficient in the rudiments of Tahaarat, deems it appropriate to
arrogate to himself the function of issuing ‘fatwa’ on the delicate and vital institution of
Jihad. Without the slightest exogitation, the jaahil disgorges a ‘fatwa’ of jahl, and in the
process presented a subtle and a cunning defence of Cadbury.

Firstly, the Malaysian call of ‘Jihad’ against Cadbury is not a call to take up arms. It is
not a call for unfurling the standard of technical Jihad, i.e. Jihad with the Sword. In the
context – the PORK ingredient context – the call is for Cadbury’s factories to be closed
down. This call is fully in accord with the Shariah. Muslims were consuming PORK
chocolates for years, and they are devouring PORK-containing chocolates and
numerous processed foods all over the world – junk ‘food’ and carrion – halaalized by
the likes of SANHA, MJC and NIHT, etc.

In a genuine Islamic state – and there is not a single such state today – all these haraam
factories would be closed down and all carrion-halaalizers would be impaled and
incinerated for they are the worst kinds of witchdoctors.

Secondly, despite the secular Ministry of Health employing scientific testing having
established beyond doubt that Cadbury chocolates contained PORK, the faasiq, jaahil
Ebi Lockhat with cunning refers to the PORK discovery: “the suspicion of finding a
haraam ingredient.
The finding
of PORK in Cadbury’s chocolates is not the subject of ‘suspicion’. It is a proven and an
established fact –established by scientific discovery – by science which is the god of
these modernist, liberal carrion molvis and scholars of dollars.

SANHA’s covert defence for Cadbury’s PORK chocolates and branding the just agitation
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of the Malaysian Muslims as ‘extremism’, speak volumes for its total disregard of the
Qur’aan’s emphasis on the consumption of halaal-tayyib food. SANHA’s lust for haraam
money has deranged the Imaan of its scholar for dollar ulama-e-soo’. By coming out in
subtle defence of Cadbury’s PORK chocolates, SANHA’s vile molvis have demonstrated
that they are among the Signs of Qiyaamah, for Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
said that a time will dawn when no care will be shown for halaal. As long as the boodle
comes, whether in a halaal or haraam way, it will be welcome. The objective of life will be
haraam boodle. SANHA is a conspicuous model of this Sign of Qiyaamah.

MAY ALLAH TA’ALA SAVE THE IGNROANT MUSLIM MASSES FROM THE WRETCHED,
SATANIC TENTACLES OF THE ULAMA-E-SOO’ – THE SCHOLARS FOR DOLLARS
WHOSE MISSION IT IS TO HALAALIZE CARRION, LIQUOR, PORK AND RIBA.

4 Sha’baan 1435 – 3 June 2014
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